70 Million Rounds  
Total Sales Up 11 Per cent  
Ball Sales Up 7 Per cent  
Club Sales Up 3 Per cent  
Apparel, Shoe Sales — Satisfactory  
Cost of Doing Business — Ouch!

1957 Golf Business GOOD;  
But Pros Still Have Problems

By HERB GRAFFIS

REPORTING from all sections of the U.S., competent pro observers estimate that the number of rounds of golf played this year will be about 6.5 per cent greater than the 65,700,000 rounds of 1956.

New courses accounted for a great deal of the increase. A net gain of approximately 170 courses will be registered this year and bring the total of U.S. courses to about 5,560.

Continued substantial increase of play by women and juniors also hiked the total forecast for the year and offset the damage to golf business done by adverse weather, mainly by heavy rains in much of the country until almost mid-June.

Ball Sales Up

Ball sales at pro shops this year will be up about 7 per cent over last year, including expected Christmas gift business, according to the pros’ estimates made for GOLFDOM. This is a good recovery from the ball sales slump in the early part of the season when rain restricted play in so many sections.

Total sales of pro shops this year will be 11 per cent ahead of 1956, the pro observers reckon. Apparel and shoe volume was up satisfactorily in most sections.

Unless the Christmas gift business in clubs is bigger than in previous years, 1957 dollar volume of club sales will be only about 3 per cent ahead of last year. Again, bad weather was the reason why sales were retarded.

In some districts club sales were 20 to 25 per cent ahead of last year, with good spring business and late summer sales in close-outs sweeping up the market.

Costs Continue to Rise

The pros were squeezed by increasing cost of shop operation again this year. Rise over 1956 was from 5 to 20 per cent with 10 per cent increase in cost of doing business most commonly cited.

Generally, the private club pro shops seemed to increase their percentage of their members’ total buying of golf playing equipment and apparel. Semi-private and public courses held their own, in a few cases jumping due to vigorous sales promotion. In a couple of districts slight declines were noted.

The percentage of balls sold at pro shops to players in various district courses ranged from 25 to 80, with the private club part of the top-grade ball business being estimated at 75 per cent.

Pros figure that pro shop share of bag business this year should be about 60 per cent. Estimates vary widely on pro shop share of apparel and golf shoe volume. A number of pros said that at their clubs they did at least 90 per cent of the men’s and women’s golf shoe business and shared in 40 per cent of apparel spending.

This will be one of the big years for
increase in women's and junior's play, so the pros forecast. The percentage of increase in women's play all over the country averages 15 and junior play increased, as near as the pros can figure, about 20 per cent.

**Women Moving In**

At the majority of private clubs women's play this year accounted for from 20 to 35 per cent of the total rounds played. In three districts, pro observers said that women's play at private clubs was at least a third of the total. Women's play at public and semi-private courses all over the U.S. averages between 10 and 15 per cent with many more women eager to play as soon as the gentlemen will give them room.

Incidentally, pros frequently comment that women can no longer be rapped for slowing play. The women haven't been speeding up much; men are just getting slower.

But along with a big increase in women's volume and percentage of play comes a problem for the pros. Women's business in the pro shops isn't increasing in proportion to the increase in women's play.

This doesn't necessarily mean that women are buying their golf goods elsewhere than at the pro shop. As close as a lot of pros can figure out, many women have not been sold on the idea of using good golf equipment.

**New Emphasis Needed**

The next big move in pro shop merchandising is going to have to come in increasing women's club, ball and bag buying. Only four of 92 pros reporting from golf districts coast to coast and from Canada to the border, said that women's buying in pro shops in their areas was increasing in ratio to the increase in women's play.

Pros' wives put them into big merchandising business when the wives took over during the war in many places where the pros were in military or war production service. Maybe the pros' wives can come up with the right answer to the problem of increasing women's buying of golf goods in pro shops.

Interesting thing about women's business is the fact that in many pro shops the biggest buying of apparel for men golfers' wear is done by women. Comment by observant pros gives interesting highlights of the prevailing situation and prospects:

"Women's buying at pro shops around here is about in proportion to women's play and is increasing." George Heaney, Brookside, Pasadena, Calif.

**Three-Pronged Problem**

"The pro business problem has three prongs; one, competing with cut-price retailers; the second, the difficulty of getting capable assistants; and third, the danger of the price of good golf equipment getting out of line with the increasing popularity of golf and the newer golfers' capacity to pay." Walt Silkworth, Rydal (Pa.) CC

"So much of the professionals' time is devoted to unpaid service for the good of golf that more attention must be given (Continued on page 111)
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to retirement and insurance funds for these builders of the game. In 1958 the pro will have to face serious problems of increased costs of operation, competition from price-cutters and education of members in the benefits and obligations of doing business with the professional.”

Paul Haas, Transit Valley CC, E. Amherst, N.Y.

“Excellent coverage by newspapers supplementing continuous effort in pro shops to better serve members, an improved junior golf program, the Walker Cup matches and more pro exhibitions have increased golf interest and play this year in the Twin Cities area. Our problems of higher prices of golf goods and cut-price competition are going to be made tougher by the difficulty of getting and affording good help in the shop. Don Waryan, Woodhill, Wayzata, Minn.

“More rebuilt and new courses with more new players makes the pros’ big and urgent job seeing that the newcomers get started right, not only in learning the game from a qualified PGA professional but in learning from his competent assistant what to buy to enjoy the game and get the most for the money.”

Denny Champagne, Dubsdread CC, Orlando, Fla.

“The most trying problem in operating a golf shop next year will be the same as it has been this year; the problem of obtaining and training capable assistant professionals.” Leonard Schmittle, Findlay (O.) CC.

“Next year the pro is going to have to keep his overhead from rising. This means he will have to find, hire and school assistants who can help him cut costs and give high standard of service.”
AMERICA'S FINEST GOLF PRACTICE NET
made with United States Rubber Company's shock absorbent ENSOLITE
—a tough expanded cellular plastic pad sewed to heavy duck and designed to withstand the terrific impact of high velocity drives. Prevents ball rebound.

- Easy to set up—INSIDE OR OUTSIDE
- Back drop 8' wide 9' high
- Ensolite pad 4' x 6'
- Side nets 8' x 9'

$98.00 F.O.B. Factory
8'x9' back drop and Ensolite Pad,
without side nets $69.50 F.O.B.

Please enclose check, money order or purchase order.

SOUTH BEND PRODUCTS SALES
Associates of —City Awning Company,
1422½ Mishawaka Ave. South Bend, Indiana


"Professional golf could make good use of more promotion of the game and planned advertising and merchandising of pro shop goods in each section." Leland Gibson, Blue Hills CC, Kansas City, Mo.

"I think an extensively used slogan put before the public in 1958 would help promote golf. Something like 'Go Golf.' " Ralph Morgan, Willow Brook CC, Tyler, Tex.

"The most valuable development in pro golf would be more advertising locally and nationally. We always are going to have competition and it will get bigger as the market gets bigger. What we need is to educate and win the good will of golfers and encourage them to be better customers for their own good." Joe Brown, Des Moines (Ia.) GC&CC.

"Top quality pro-only merchandise that is competitive and accent on competent, conscientious fitting of golf goods by a friendly and informed specialist, is the pro story we've got to get across. Price is hurting pros. Pros often give too much for trade-ins. However, expert service and personal contact will win for the pro." Jimmy Scott, Ulen CC, Lebanon, Ind.

Golf Car Rentals Help

"Electric car income helps appreciably to take up the slack in revenue due to higher prices on equipment stiffening sales resistance." Bill Hall, North Fulton GC, Atlanta, Ga.

"Ball sales around here increased considerably this year, with an increase in moderate-priced balls being noted at numerous shops. Manufacturers will help pros in 1958 by holding the line on prices and pros will have to study pricing of their shop merchandise to make the strongest appeal to their golfers." Joe Donato, Norwich (Conn.), GC.

RAIN BIRD and NELSON...
the "Top Pros" in Sprinkling Equipment!
Rain Bird Sprinklers and Nelson "Quick Coupling" Valves provide unsurpassed watering capacity. Here's rainfalling that suits your course to a "T," for sprinklers can be adjusted to full, half or quarter circles to prevent soaking of walks or driveways. Ease of maintenance ... ease of operation will have you swinging in the rain! Sprinklers and key are inserted into valve top, and a simple turn of the key has the sprinkler in full operation.

Write for literature on the most complete line of sprinklers and valves.

NATIONAL RAIN BIRD
SALES & ENGINEERING CORP.
Azusa, California

RAINY SPRINKLER SALES
609 West Lake St., Peoria, Illinois